In portfolio analysis, the traditional approach of replacing population moments with sample counterparts may lead to suboptimal portfolio choices. In this paper I show that selecting asset positions to maximize expected quadratic utility is equivalent to a machine learning (ML) problem, where the asset weights are chosen to minimize out of sample mean squared error. It follows that ML specifically targets estimation risk when choosing the asset weights, and that "off-the-shelf"
Introduction
In the modern portfolio theory framework developed by Markowitz (1952) the optimal portfolio is a function of the population mean and covariance matrix of asset returns. Given data on returns, the traditional approach is to estimate portfolio weights by treating the sample mean and sample covariance matrix as if they were the true population Figure 1a : Monthly out of sample portfolio return based on the traditional approach (solid line) and Lasso (dashed line). Each return is estimated based on the previous 60 months. The data is a random sample of 20 stocks from the S&P500. Figure 1b : The out of sample Sharpe ratio of strategy A (solid line) and strategy B (dashed line) for varying draws of µ 1 . The cutoff (1) is located at the intersection between the two lines.
moments. The solid line in Figure 1a illustrates the use of this strategy using a random sample of 20 assets from Standard & Poor's 500 Index (S&P500). Clearly, the out of sample return is highly volatile at the end of the sample period, which can be traced back to large asset positions. Extreme asset weights and poor out of sample performance are well documented shortcomings of the traditional approach, see e.g. Black and Litterman (1992) , Best and Grauer (1991) and Jorion (1985) . A plausible explanation is estimation risk; the fact that sample moments may be imprecise estimates of the population moments. 1 The effect of estimation risk on portfolio choice has been recognised since Klein and Bawa (1976) , who showed that the optimal portfolio choice differs from the traditional choice in the presence of uncertain parameters. It is important to note that the estimation risk problem is not only a feature of small samples. For a given number of observations, estimation risk is increasing in the number of assets of the portfolio. The empirical study by DeMiguel, Garlappi and Uppal (2007) suggest that estimation risk is large even when the portfolio size is modest and estimated based on five years of monthly observations.
In this paper I show that selecting asset positions to maximize expected quadratic utility is equivalent to a machine learning (ML) problem, where the parameters of a linear function is chosen to minimize out of sample mean squared error. 2 This result has four important implications.
First, the minimization objective of ML is estimation risk. To see this, note that ML algorithms can be tailored to optimize predictive performance by minimizing the out of sample mean squared error, i.e. the generalisation error. Given a portfolio choice, I show that the generalisation error is a monotonic transformation of expected quadratic utility. By defining estimation risk as the difference in expected quadratic utility of the population weights and the weights of the chosen portfolio, it follows that the objective of ML is to minimize estimation risk.
Second, estimation risk may be decomposed into a bias-variance tradeoff. This decomposition is common in ML, and I discuss why the tradeoff is important in the portfolio context. For instance, the portfolio weights derived from the traditional approach are unbiased, but are likely to exhibit large variance in repeated samples. Contrary, a passive strategy with equal asset positions may be severely biased, but provides zero variance in repeated samples of returns. In between, ML seek to choose portfolio weights to balance bias with variance in order to minimize estimation risk. Jagannathan and Ma (2003) recognizes this tradeoff but refers to it as a tradeoff between specification error and sampling error.
Third, "off-the-shelf" ML methods can be applied to estimate portfolio weights. This is beneficial because supervised ML algorithms offer standardised ways of doing sample splitting, shrinkage of weights and assessment of performance. For example, ML assess the stability of the sample moments by dividing the training data into subsets. For assets showing unstable sample moments across subsets, the corresponding portfolio weight is reduced compared to the traditional approach. If these sample moments are highly unstable, it may be beneficial to exclude the asset by setting the portfolio weight to zero. Forth, insights from standard regression theory may be used to derive conditions for when ML outperform the traditional approach in terms of estimation risk. Restating the portfolio problem as a ML problem implies that the traditional approach is a special case, equivalent to a regression (OLS) problem. 3 This observation provides an alternative explanation for why the traditional approach is associated with large estimation risk.
Since OLS is the best linear unbiased estimator, the traditional strategy does not allow for a tradeoff between bias and variance. Thus, for large portfolios, the traditional approach may show large estimation risk due to overfitting in a regression sense. In contrast, the ML methods are regression models with additional constraints designed to avoid both 2 See e.g. Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani (2011) and Murphy (2012) for excellent discussions of machine learning. I will use machine learning as a general term, but will mostly be referring to supervised machine learning where the function to be estimated is linear. 3 The linear regression formulation of the traditional approach was shown by Britten-Jones (1999) .
under-and overfitting by targeting the bias-variance tradeoff.
I discuss several well known ML algorithms in the mean-variance portfolio context, all of which are discussed in a general setting in e.g. James et al. (2013) , Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani (2011) and Murphy (2012) . I consider regression methods such as Ridge, Lasso, Elastic Net, Principal Component Regression and regression with a Spike and Slab prior. Ridge and Lasso use the constraints that the sum of squared weights or the sum of the absolute value of the weights be smaller than some threshold, respectively. The Ridge solution shrinks the traditional weights by the same factor, while for Lasso, the traditional estimates are shrunk by a constant amount, truncating at zero for some assets. In theory, Lasso should outperform Ridge if several assets truly have zero weights in the population. In contrast, Ridge may be the best choice if the population portfolio is highly diversified. Principal Component Regression treats the returns as generated from some low dimensional model, such as e.g. a factor model. The idea is to base portfolio weights on the full set of assets, but only the variation in returns that is attributable to the lower dimensional model. Finally, the spike and slab approach is a common Bayesian method for introducing sparsity in regression models.
The latter two methods share a dimensionality reduction feature which help reduce the variance of the portfolio weights, and thus also estimation risk.
Based on simulation, I find that ML algorithms significantly improve on the traditional approach and several benchmark strategies. I consider a mean-variance portfolio without short selling, the minimum variance portfolio and the passive strategy as benchmarks.
The constraints imposed by these strategies may work for small sample sizes, however they are "wrong" in large samples. Thus, the benchmark strategies are not adapting to the traditional approach in situations where the latter is efficient. In contrast, the constraints imposed in ML are flexible in the sense that they will cause the estimated portfolio weights to converge to the traditional weights as the sample size grows. I apply ML to five different datasets. Using a random sample of assets from the S&P500, I find that all ML algorithms yield similar out of sample Sharpe ratios, significantly outperforming the traditional approach, the minimum variance portfolio and the passive strategy. I also consider a dataset covering 1200 cryptocurrencies. The estimation risk is expected to be large due to the short lifetime but rapidly expanding number of such currencies. I find that all ML algorithms yield Sharpe ratios similar to that of the passive strategy, but in contrast to the passive strategy, the portfolio chosen by Lasso is based on only a few assets.
The sparsity introduced by Lasso and Spike and Slab regressions are useful for two reasons. First, it reduces estimation risk by completely removing assets with unstable sample moments. Second, sparse portfolios may reduce transaction costs. To see why neglecting assets with non-zero population weights may be beneficial, consider a simple two-asset example, where assets are independent with population excess returns µ 1 and µ 2 and standard deviations σ 1 and σ 2 . Furthermore, let the sample moments equal the population moments in all respects expect for the return of the first asset,μ 1 . Consider two strategies; either use the traditional approach (strategy A) or only invest in the first asset (strategy B). Suppose that each strategy is evaluated using the population Sharpe ratio. Consider first the case where estimation risk is high due to a very large draw, µ 1 ≫ µ 1 . In that case strategy A will approach strategy B, thus giving the same Sharpe ratio µ 1 /σ 1 . In the opposite case,μ 1 ≪ µ 1 , it follows that strategy B outperforms strategy A in terms of the population Sharpe ratio if 4
If (1) holds, investing in the single asset outperforms the traditional approach because the "optimal" solution would distort the weights, resulting in a too large exposure to the second asset. A numerical example is provided in Figure 1b , where the Sharpe ratios are plotted for varying draws of µ 1 . We may think of Lasso as being similar to strategy B since it only considers a subset of assets. The out of sample return of Lasso is plotted as the dashed line in Figure 1a . Notice how Lasso adapts to the traditional approach, but chooses to exclude all assets when estimation risk supposedly is large. In other words, Lasso chooses to ignore the risky portfolio, only holding the risk free rate in periods with severe estimation risk.
Literature review. Several possible solutions to the estimation risk problem have been proposed in the literature. Many of these methods are similar to the ML algorithms discussed in this paper.
Imposing the no short sale constraint is similar, but not equivalent to Lasso. Jagannathan and Ma (2003) analysed the minimum variance case, showing that disallowing short selling is equivalent to shrinking the elements of the sample covariance matrix. For the mean-variance case, DeMiguel, Garlappi and Uppal (2007) pointed out that the same constraint is equivalent to shrinking the expected returns. In practice, disallowing short positions result in sparse portfolios much like Lasso. However, I point out that in the mean-variance setting, the no short sale restriction may be viewed as a restricted version of Lasso, in general not minimizing the bias-variance objective. This finding is supported by Fan, Zhang and Yu (2012) and Brodie et al. (2009) , who study the Lasso type constraint in the case of minimum variance portfolios. They find that Lasso may improve on the no short selling portfolio by allowing short positions. Ledoit and Wolf (2004a,b) proposed to shrink the covariance matrix towards some target matrix. I show that this approach is equivalent to Ridge regression in the meanvariance setting, if the shrinkage target is defined as the identity matrix. The Ridge regression formulation sheds new light on this approach, as standard regression theory may be used to derive conditions for when we may expect Ridge to outperform the traditional (OLS) approach.
The Empirical Bayes approach used by Jorion (1985 Jorion ( , 1986 aims at shrinking both the mean (toward the mean of the global minimum variance portfolio) and the variance of the portfolio. Frost and Savarino (1986) introduced an informative prior that reduces estimation risk by drawing the posterior estimates of each asset's mean, variance and correlation toward the average values of these moments. The Spike and Slab approach discussed in this paper provides a similar shrinkage to the Empirical Bayes approach, however shrinkage is done based on a subset of the assets. Several other methods for reducing estimation risk have been proposed. Kan and Zhou (2007) advocates the use of a three-fund separation; i.e. holding some third risky portfolio in addition to the tangency portfolio and the risk free rate. Both Chan, Karceski and Lakonishok (1999) and Green and Hollifield (1992) propose to put structure on the covariance matrix, thereby reducing the number of parameters to be estimated. Craig MacKinlay and Pástor (2000) show that if the returns follow an exact factor structure, but some of the factors are unobserved, the mispricing is embedded in the covariance matrix. The authors use this insight to derive expected returns that are more stable than the traditional approach. The latter approach is similar in spirit to Principal Component Regression, where portfolio weights are derived based on the principal components of the return data.
In this paper I take a mean-variance perspective in order to derive the relationship between ML methods and portfolio theory. Much of the above mentioned literature, however, focus on the minimum variance portfolio. This focus is in large justified by the difficulty in estimating means, see e.g. Jorion (1985) . Both Jagannathan and Ma (2003) and DeMiguel et al. (2009) argue that nothing much is lost by ignoring the mean altogether. On the other hand, Jorion (1986) use simulation to show that for modest sample sizes, mean-variance approaches outperform the minimum variance portfolio. Furthermore, DeMiguel, Garlappi and Uppal (2007) show that the passive strategy, which incoroporates both moments, seldom is outperformed by strategies ignoring the mean.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly introduce ML to the unfamiliar reader and lays out the framework connecting ML to portfolio theory. In Section 3, several ML algorithms are discussed and related to the traditional approach and several of the existing approaches proposed in the literature. Section 4 assess the performance of ML for reducing estimation risk based on artificial data calibrated to the U.S. stock market.
In Section 5, I apply ML to several different datasets, including a random selection of stocks from the S&P500, industry portfolios and large cryptocurrency portfolios.
2 Machine Learning in a Portfolio Context
A Brief Introduction to Machine Learning
Let y be some outcome variable drawn from the model
where x is a m-dimensional vector of features and ε is normally distributed with mean zero and variance σ 2 . The objective of ML is to learn the function f in order to predict future values of y. Any ML algorithm outputs an estimatef of f based on a training set of data, T = {y i , x i } n i=1 . How wellf predicts new values of y can be evaluated using e.g. the mean squared generalisation error
where (y 0 , x 0 ) is a new observation not used for training. The expectation E T is with respect to the training set that produced the algorithmf and the expectation E (y 0 ,x 0 ) is with respect to the distribution of the new observation. In other words, the mean squared generalisation error of the estimatorf is the average squared loss from drawing infinitely many training sets, estimating the function on each set, and evaluating on a infinitely large test set. To gain further insight on the performance of the estimator, it is common to decompose (3) into a tradeoff between bias and variance
where it is assumed that x 0 is non-random for simplicity. Iff is a simple, underfitted model, predictions will be biased because the true function value f (x 0 ) could be far from the expected prediction in repeated training sets, E T [f (x 0 )]. However, an overly simplistic model will give similar predictions in repeated draws of the data, so the variance is likely to be low. In contrast, a flexible, overfitted algorithm may lead to low bias, but the variance is likely to be large because we can expect predictions to vary substantially in repeated data draws. Having both low bias and low variance (avoiding both over-and underfitting) translates into a low generalisation error, which is a reasonable criterion for estimating the true model. In the following I show that this general framework and its intuition is transferable to the problem of estimation risk in mean-variance portfolio analysis.
Estimation Risk
Suppose that an agent has mean-variance preferences described by the quadratic utility function
where α > 0 is the coefficient of absolute risk aversion and r is the portfolio return. Specifically, the agent invests θ f ∈ R in a risk free asset with a given return r f and θ ∈ R m in m risky assets with excess return over the risk free asset given by the vector x. I assume that x is multivariate normal with expected excess return µ and covariance matrix Σ. The objective of the agent is to choose θ to maximize expected quadratic utility max
which follows by using the constraint that the asset positions must sum to one. The optimal solution is θ * = (Σ + µµ ′ ) −1 µr (7) wherer = (1 − αr f )/α, see Appendix A for derivation details. It is more common to use exponential utility, in which case the solution is (1/α)Σ −1 µ, see e.g. DeMiguel, Garlappi and Uppal (2007) . However, the quadratic utility approach is necessary to show the equivalence with the objective in ML. Moreover, as noted by Britten-Jones (1999) , the vector of relative portfolio weights in the risky assets still yields the well known tangency portfolio formula,
equivalent to the case of exponential utility. Suppose that an estimate of θ * , denoted bŷ θ, is obtained from a training set of returns. The following definition rewrites expected quadratic utility as a generalisation error.
Definition 1. Generalisation Error. Given some ML portfolioθ based on the training data T = {x i } n i=1 , expected quadratic utility at a new return observation x 0 may be represented as the mean squared generalisation error
where the expectation E T is with respect to the training data that generatedθ and E x 0 is with respect to the out of sample returns x 0 . Thus, ifθ is minimizing the mean squared generalisation error, it is equivalently maximizing expected quadratic utility.
Definition 1 provides a link between the objective of ML and the portfolio problem. Let the outcome variable be constant y =r, let f be the linear return function x ′ θ and suppose that the out of sample return x 0 has the same distribution as the training examples, x 0 ∼ N (µ, Σ). It follows that the portfolio problem of choosing θ to maximize expected quadratic utility may be viewed as the ML problem of estimating the coefficients θ in order to obtain the minimum generalisation error. If the estimateθ minimize the out of sample generalisation error, expected quadratic utility will be maximized. 5 Estimation risk is defined using the generalisation error below.
Definition 2. Estimation Risk. The estimation risk of the ML portfolioθ is the difference between the generalisation error ofθ and the generalisation error of the population
where A = Σ + µµ ′ and tr(.) denotes the trace of the argument.
Definition 2 highlights that the estimation risk of any portfolioθ can be decomposed into a bias-variance tradeoff. As such, the intuition from ML carry over to the portfolio problem. In particular, an "underfitted portfolio" where only a few assets receive non-zero weights will show relatively low variance out of sample due to relatively low exposure. However, bias can be substantial, as letting several assets have zero-weights may forego investment opportunities that exist in the population. Contrary, an "overfitted portfolio" consisting of a large set of assets could give lower bias, but the variance is likely to be high in repeated samples of return, due to a large set of parameters that needs to be estimated from the data. Thus, minimizing the tradeoff between bias and variance is instrumental for obtaining low levels of estimation risk.
Traditional portfolio strategies aim at reducing the variance component by imposing restrictions that increases bias. 6 Consider for instance the passive 1/m investment strategy. In that case bias will be high, but the variance in repeated training samples is zero. Similarly, the minimum variance portfolio ignore means, thus reducing variance at the cost of high bias. Imposing restrictions against short selling have a similar interpretation. The concepts discussed in this section are illustrated in Figure 2 , where the population solution θ * is located at point A, with population mean µ * and standard deviation σ * . The line segment connectingr on the vertical axis with point A has length given by the norm of the generalisation error,
In other words, the population portfolio minimizes the distance fromr to A. The tangency solution is located at point A ′ , with population portfolio mean µ * p and standard deviation σ * p . Markowitz theory state that the tangency portfolio is maximizing the Sharpe ratio µ * p /σ * p , i.e. the slope of the line from the origin through A ′ . In fact, this observation also tells us that the unconstrained solution has the same optimal Sharpe ratio as the
Hence, both A and A ′ lie on the same line through the origin. In summary, the solution that minimizes generalisation error has the same optimal Sharpe ratio as the tangency portfolio in the population. This has important practical implications, because ML methods can be compared to traditional mean-variance portfolios by comparing their Sharpe ratios.
Some clarifying comments about the estimation risk is in order. First, it is important to distinguish the bias-variance tradeoff from the mean-variance tradeoff in portfolio analysis. The bias-variance aspect is related to how the investment strategy would change if we had access to several training sets and could evaluate the strategy at the population values using each training set. This is not the same as comparing the riskreturn relationship of different investment strategies in a single training sample. Second, estimation risk is non-negative, R(θ) ≥ 0 as long as A is positive semidefinite, with R(θ) = 0 forθ = θ * . Intuitively, since the population portfolio minimize generalisation error (maximize expected quadratic utility), any estimatorθ different from the population portfolio will provide a lower expected utility and thus positive estimation risk. Third, it may be argued that (10) is of low practical value since it includes the characteristics of the population distribution µ and Σ in addition to repeated draws of training sets.
However, it is argued in the ML litterature that F (θ) can be approximated by crossvalidation, see e.g. Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani (2011) . This observation suggests that cross-validation can be used to reduce estimation risk in mean-variance portfolio
A ′ Figure 2 : The Population Portfolio. Minimizing expected mean squared generalisation error gives the solution θ * located at A, with corresponding mean µ * = µ ′ θ * and standard deviation σ * = (θ * ′ Σθ * ) 1/2 . The length of the line segment connectingr and A is the norm of the expected generalisation error F (θ * ) = (r − µ * ) 2 + (σ * ) 2 . The rescaled version of A is the population tangency portfolio θ * p located at A ′ , with portfolio mean µ * p = µ ′ θ * p and standard deviation σ * p = (θ * ′ p Σθ * p ) 1/2 . This portfolio is by definition optimal in terms of Sharpe ratio and is tangent to the population efficient frontier. The ML solution at A has the same Sharpe ratio, indicated by the slope of the line through the origin.
problems. I discuss this further below.
The Machine Learning Portfolio
Consider the following class of linear models arg min
where P (θ) is some penalty function and s is some threshold estimated from the data.
Consider first the penalty P (θ) = m j=1 I(θ j = 0). Here I(θ j = 0) is an indicator function taking the value one if asset j receives a non-zero coefficient and zero otherwise. In this case s may be interpreted as the maximum number of assets allowed in the risky portfolio. This formulation addresses estimation risk as follows. Suppose we set s = 2 and solve (11). Ignoring several assets that possibly have non-zero weights in the population would lead to a relatively low variance component, but possibly high bias. Contrary, crowding the portfolio with a large set of assets, e.g. s = m, would ensure that that no assets are left out, but possibly lead to high variance. The objective is thus to choose s in order to minimize generalisation error, and thus also estimation risk.
The specific penalty above is known as best subset selection, see e.g. James et al. (2013) . With 20 assets there are over one million different portfolios to choose from, and best subset is therefore computationally too expensive for large portfolios. Broadly speaking, ML algorithms provide approximations to the best subset problem through different specifications of the penalty function. I will elaborate on different choices of P (θ) in Section 3, but restrict the discussion below to choice of the tuning parameter s. For that purpose, it is common to rewrite (11) aŝ
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the penalty constraint. I discuss how to choose λ in order to minimize generalisation error below.
When λ = 0: The Traditional Approach
Ordinary least squares (OLS) is an important special case of (12) where the penalty parameter is λ = 0. Solving the problem in this case yieldŝ
where X is the n × m data matrix of returns and y = 1r is a constant n × 1 vector. Note that (13) is the sample counterpart to the population solution (7), i.e.θ = (Σ+μμ ′ ) −1μr , where the sample mean isμ = 1 n X ′ 1 and the maximum likelihood sample covariance iŝ
Similarly the rescaled weightsθ p =θ/1 ′θ correspond to the sample version of the tangency portfolio. Hence, the OLS solution is equivalent with the traditional approach to portfolio estimation, where sample moments are used directly in the Markowitz formulae. The connection between OLS and the sample counterpart to the theory provides a way of discussing the shortcomings of the traditional approach with regards to estimation risk.
It is well known that OLS provides the the best linear unbiased estimator, see e.g. Hayashi (2000) , but the OLS solution can in many cases be severely overfitted, so that predictions generalise poorly to new data. The traditional approach may be thought of as an OLS problem with a large set of variables, leading to low bias but possibly overfitting, thus providing a poor generalisation error. In other words, the traditional approach only offers minimum variance conditional on bias being zero, which is not the same as minimizing the tradeoff between bias and variance.
An illustration of the estimation risk problem for the traditional approach is provided in Figure 3 . Consider Figure 3a , where point B represent the in sample solution from the traditional approach based on a large portfolio of m assets. Using the OLS analogy, estimating a regression problem with all assets is likely leading to overfitting unless the training data is very large. The implication is a low in sample root mean squared error, Figure 3a : In sample, the OLS approach yields the solution at B with the sample tangency portfolio at B ′ , with corresponding in sample momentsμ p =μ ′θ p andσ p = (θ ′ pΣθp ) 1/2 , respectively. Figure 3b : Evaluating the sample solution at the population values yields the situation in B, where estimation risk is measured as the length from A to B, ||R(θ)||. The sample tangency portfolio is located at B', with portfolio meanμ p = µ ′θ p and portfolio standard deviationσ p = (θ ′ p Σθ p ) 1/2 . Due to estimation risk, the out of sample tangency portfolio at B ′ , makes the agent worse off than the population tangency portfolio A ′ . measured as the distance fromr to B, lower than the population error measured fromr to A. The intuition is that the sample solution is highly flexible, using the m parameters to fit spurious patterns in the estimated sample moments, leading to a too low in sample error. Figure 3b shows the estimation risk of the traditional approach when the estimated portfolioθ is applied to the population moments (i.e. out of sample). The spurious patterns picked up in sample does not generalise to the population, leading to a high generalisation error measured fromr to B. The distance from B to A is given by the norm of the estimation risk ||R(θ)||. Clearly, the traditional approach yields positive estimation risk in this case, and in terms of the Sharpe ratio making the agent worse off at B ′ compared to A ′ .
When λ > 0: Approximating the Generalisation Error
Compared to OLS, any ML algorithm with a positive penalty λ > 0 introduces bias in the portfolio weight estimates, but as long as the decrease in variance is larger than the increase in squared bias, the generalisation error will decrease, thereby also leading to lower estimation risk. The problem however is how to choose λ in order to achieve a good tradeoff between bias and variance. The generalisation error F (θ) is unobserved, but ML algorithms approximate it by heuristic sample splitting techniques such as K-fold cross-validation.
The training set of returns is randomly assigned to K subsamples or "folds" without replacement. Let I k denote the index set of returns assigned to fold k and I −k the index set of the remaining returns not assigned to fold k. For a given value of λ, estimate (12) using the return data in I −k and denote the estimated portfolio vector byθ I −k . Test the estimated portfolio on the hold-out fold using the mean squared error
where |I k | denote the number of observations in fold k. Repeat this process for each fold k = 1, . . . , K and compute the average errorF (λ) = 1 K K k=1F k (λ), which is an approximation to (9) known as the the cross-validated mean squared error. Finally, λ can be chosen to minimize the cross-validated error, λ * = arg min λF (λ), and the optimal ML portfolioθ λ is obtained by estimating (12) on all of the training data with λ = λ * .
The ML portfolio is related to the traditional approach in Figure 3 as follows. Since the population solution θ * is the true minimizer of the generalisation error, it follows that R(θ * ) = 0. In theory, if the cross-validation error exactly replicates the generalisation error, the optimal penalty level would lead to R(θ λ ) = R(θ * ) = 0. In practice, if crossvalidation provides a good approximation to the expected generalisation error and the optimal penalty λ is positive, we would have that R(θ) > R(θ λ ) > R(θ * ) = 0. In terms of Figure 3b , this would result in a ML portfolio on a line from the origin lying between A and B, providing lower estimation risk than the traditional approach. In terms of the in sample situation in Figure 3a , the penalty would lead to a larger training error compared to the traditional solution at B, which is the in-sample minimizer. Dividing the data into folds has an intuitive explanation. If the first and second moment of the returns are unstable across folds, it is taken as evidence that the sample moments are imprecise estimates of the population moments, and hence that estimation risk is large. To illustrate how cross-validation mitigate the problem, suppose that the number of folds is K = 2, and that the mean of a particular asset j is relatively high with a relatively low variance in the first fold. Based on this fold it would seem optimal to invest in this asset,θ j,I −1 > 0. However, if the second fold shows the opposite case; a low mean and a high variance for the same asset, the decisionθ j,I −1 > 0 will generalise poorly to the second fold. In general, exposure to assets that are unstable across folds and thus subject to estimation risk will result in a high out of sample mean squared error on the left out fold. Shrinking the exposure to such assets by increasing λ will reduce estimation risk. Obviously, asset moments will stabilize across folds as the number of observations increases, so that as n → ∞, the optimal penalty level will approach zero. As such, ML will approach the traditional approach, which again approaches the population solution.
Simulation Study: Machine Learning vs Traditional Approach
I compare the traditional solution to the ML approach using simulated returns from a multivariate normal distribution. I consider a setting with artificial data for m = 50 assets. The expected excess return vector µ is assumed to be equal to zero for all but the three first assets. The population covariance Σ is constructed so that all assets are highly positively correlated, with a correlation coefficient of 0.95. Based on this specification, the population vector θ * show large positive investments in the two first assets and relatively small positions in the remaining assets. In general it is difficult to estimate the small positions in any finite sample, and ignoring or shrinking them may improve out of sample performance. I use n = 70 periods and estimate the portfolio vector using the traditional approach and a specific ML approach. For the traditional approachθ is obtained from (13). For the ML approach, I use Ridge regression with 5-fold cross-validation to estimate the generalisation error, see Section 3.1. I pick λ to minimize this error, and use the optimal penalty value to obtain the ML estimateθ λ . For each strategy, the estimated portfolio vector is evaluated at the population values to obtain estimates of the generalisation error. The process is repeated for 1000 draws of the training data. Figure 4 report the results of the simulation study. The ML approach introduces bias in the estimate of θ * , but reduces variance. This is shown in the case of the first asset in Figure 4a . Figure 4b illustrates the approximated generalisation error together with its bias-variance decomposition for different values of the tuning parameter λ. The traditional approach is shown as red dots along the vertical axis, corresponding to the situation where λ = 0. Increasing the tuning parameter leads to a reduction in variance at the cost of increasing bias (lowering return), but the overall error is reduced for penalty values below some threshold indicated by the dashed vertical line. The threshold is the value of λ that minimizes the approximated generalisation error. Figure 4c illustrates the same result in a setting similar to the sketch in Figure 3b . In this study the ML approach reduces estimation risk by 70% compared to the traditional approach. The best subset idea is illustrated in Figure 4d , where the generalisation error of the traditional approach is plotted together with the mean squared error in sample (training error) for a varying number of included assets. Underfitted portfolios with too few assets will generalise poorly. Increasing the number of assets reduces the generalisation error up to some value, but including too many assets results in overfitting and poor generalisation. The traditional approach with 50 assets show the lowest training error and thus the highest Sharpe ratio, but this ratio is not sustainable out of sample. Figure 4d : Training and generalisation error as a function of the number of assets in the portfolio, ranging from 1-50 (only the three first assets have non-zero expected returns).
Machine Learning Algorithms

Ridge and Lasso
Ridge regression was introduced by Hoerl and Kennard (1970) and is obtained from (12) by specifying the penalty as P (θ) = m j=1 θ 2 j . The penalty is continuous and differentiable, leading to a closed form solution for the portfolio allocation. Solving (12) with the quadratic penalty gives the Ridge regression estimator
and the corresponding tangency portfolioθ λp =θ λ /1 ′θ λ .
Definition 3. The Ridge regression solution (15) is equivalent to the traditional approach (13), with an adjusted covariance matrixΣ λ =Σ + λ n I. The Ridge solution yields a lower estimation risk than the traditional approach for penalty values λ ∈ (0, λ * ) where
The first part of Definition 3 show that Ridge-type shrinkage of the portfolio vector leaves the sample means unchanged, but increases the variance of each asset by a constant amount λ. It immediately follows that also the tangency portfolioθ λp derived from Ridge regression will be based on the sample mean and the adjusted covariance matrix, Σ λ =Σ + λ n I. The second part of Definition 3 provides an intuitive theoretical result. If the population portfolio has low return and high risk (F (θ * ) is large) and/or if the population portfolio is diversified (low m j=1 θ * j ) it is more likely that Ridge may obtain a penalty value that will outperform the traditional approach in terms of estimation risk.
In other words, Ridge may be expected to perform well in settings where the assets are highly correlated.
Lasso was introduced by Tibshirani (1996) , and is a well-known variable selection tool for minimizing the generalisation error in high dimensional settings. Lasso offers a different way of shrinking the asset positions by specifying the penalty as P (θ) = m j=1 |θ j |. The nature of the shrinkage is not as straightforward as for Ridge, since the penalty is non-smooth with no closed form solution. However, the non-smoothness gives Lasso an asset selection property. In practice, Lasso may set several of the θ j 's equal to zero so that the investment strategy is constructed based on a small subset of the assets. Thus, Lasso is a computationally cheap method close in spirit to best subset selection.
In the case of orthogonal returns (X ′ X = I) it exist a simple relationship between the traditional approach and Ridge and Lassô
see Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani (2011) , where sign(θ j ) is used to denote the sign of the OLS estimate and (|θ j | − λ) + outputs the difference |θ j | − λ if it is positive and zero otherwise. In both cases the portfolio vector is "shrunk" towards zero, thereby giving a more conservative exposure to the different assets. However for Ridge, the traditional estimates are shrunk toward zero by the same factor, while for Lasso, each asset position is reduced by a constant amount, truncating at zero for assets where λ is large enough compared to the traditional estimate. In other words, Ridge regression shrinks asset positions towards zero, but Lasso will in many cases shrink asset positions all the way to zero. In both cases the idea is that the bias introduced by shrinkage is offset by the reduction in variance of the asset positions, in turn leading to lower estimation risk.
From the above discussion it is not obvious that either Ridge or Lasso will be the optimal choice in any given portfolio application. Ridge shrinks the coefficients of correlated assets towards each other while Lasso tends to pick one asset and discard the others. As such, Lasso will tend to outperform Ridge if several assets truly have zero coefficients in the population. In contrast, Ridge may be the best choice if the population show a highly diversified portfolio with a large set of non-zero coefficients.
The combination of Ridge and Lasso through the penalty P (θ) = γ m j=1 |θ j | + (1 − γ) m j=1 θ 2 j , is known as the elastic net, introduced by Zou and Hastie (2005) . Using the elastic net penalty with say γ = 1/2 mixes Ridge and Lasso so that the investment positions will be formed by adding or excluding groups of assets. If the data show high correlations within groups of assets, the elastic net will tend to select groups in or out together.
The nature of Ridge and Lasso-type shrinkage of the portfolio vector is illustrated in Figure 5a and 5b, respectively. Each method was applied to monthly returns for m = 10 stocks from the S&P500 observed for a total of n = 61 months from 2012-2017. Each figure report the relative risky asset portfolio weights (rescaled coefficient estimates) for varying values of the tuning parameter λ. In each case, the traditional approach estimates corresponds to the values where λ = 0. The Ridge portfolio follow a continuous path starting at the traditional estimates, moving towards equal weights as λ increases. The dashed vertical line indicate the optimal value of the penalty chosen based on 5-fold cross validation. This is the value that minimizes estimation risk when the corresponding investment strategy is evaluated out of sample. For Lasso the shrinkage is similar, but Figure 5a plots the continuous regularization paths of Ridge regression. Figure 5b shows Lasso-regularization where some assets are truncated at zero. 
Principal Component Regression
Principal Component Regression (PCR) offers a different approach to the estimation risk problem. We may think of the full set of assets in X as a sample generated from some underlying lower dimensional data generating process, e.g. based on macroeconomic fundamentals or industry-specific factors. The idea of PCR is to base the portfolio weights on the full set of assets, but only the variation in these assets that can be attributed to the underlying factors. The low dimensional components summarise most of the variation in the return data, but is less subject to estimation risk because of the dimensionality reduction.
It can be shown that finding a λ-dimensional subspace of the data that explains most of the original return data (i.e. maximizes the variance of the return data) is the same as obtaining the first λ eigenvectors, or principal components, of the data. This idea is discussed in several textbooks in ML, see e.g. Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani (2011) . PCR then proceed straightforwardly by projecting each asset onto the lower dimensional space using the principal components, before using linear regression on the reduced data to obtain the asset positions. PCR can be implemented as follows. Let P denote the m × m matrix with the principal components of X stored in each column. Let P λ denote the m × λ matrix where only the first λ principal components are included. Each asset is projected onto Figure 6a plots the first and second principal component scores (first and second column of X λ ) versus the return data for Apple (AAPL) and Nike (NKE). Figure 6b shows a similar plot for Exxon (XOM) and Chevron (CVX).
the lower dimensional space using X λ = XP λ , and the low-dimensional representation of the portfolio is obtained from
where ω is the λ × 1 vector of principal component weights and y = 1r. The portfolio vector projects the low-dimensional representation back to each asset usingθ λ = P λ ω. Similar to the regularization approaches discussed in Section 3.1, the number of principal components λ can be chosen based on cross-validation. PCR is related to (12) as follows. By basing the asset positions on the top λ principal components, it is implied that the solution will be orthogonal to the bottom m − λ principal components. Thus, PCR uses the penalty P (θ) = P ′ −λ θ = 0, where P −λ denotes the bottom m − λ eigenvectors.
Continuing the S&P500 illustration, the two first principal components of the return data are plotted against the return of a selection of stocks in Figure 6 . There is a clear indication of a positive relationship between the first principal component and the return for Apple, Nike, Exxon and Chevron, while there is a negative relationship between the return on the oil companies and the second principal component. The regularization path of PCR may be derived in a similar fashion to that of Ridge and Lasso. Figure 5c show how the portfolio weights change by reducing the number of principal components from the maximum of 10 down to only a single component. Using 5-fold cross-validation, the optimal number of principal components is 2. With two principal components worth of information, weights are similar for all assets, ranging from close to zero up to 0.2.
Spike and Slab Priors
In the Bayesian context, a common way of introducing sparsity in regression models is by using a "spike and slab" formulation, see e.g. Mitchell and Beauchamp (1988) , George and McCulloch (1997) and Scott and Varian (2014) . The spike and slab approach may be viewed as a Bayesian method for approximating the best subset.
Define a m-vector η where each element η j = 1 if θ j = 0 and η j = 0 if θ j = 0. This vector summarises which assets that are included in the portfolio and thus considered important for reducing estimation risk. The objective is to estimate the posterior distribution of η and the corresponding asset positions θ η , where the subscript indicate that the portfolio vector only includes the subset of assets where η j = 1. The likelihood of the regression model is given by N (X η θ η , σ 2 I) where, in addition to the parameters θ and σ 2 , the asset inclusion vector η is unknown. The spike and slab prior is
where p(.) as a generic notation of densities. The prior for the asset inclusion vector p(η) is the "spike" and the product of the remaining densities p(θ η |σ 2 , η)p(σ 2 |η) is the "slab".
It is common to assume a Bernoulli distribution for the spike
where π j denote the inclusion probability of asset j. The uniform prior assumes that each asset has an equal chance of being included or excluded, i.e. π j = 1/2 for each j.
In some settings it could be useful to alter this specification, by specifically excluding or including assets by setting π j = 0 or π j = 1, respectively. Another alternative is to specify an expected portfolio size, k, and then take π j = k/m. I will use the uniform prior in this paper. Following Scott and Varian (2014) , I will use the slab
where N is the normal distribution with prior mean θ 0 η and variance σ 2 V 0 η , and G −1 is the inverse Gamma distribution with shape a 0 and scale b 0 . In standard Bayesian linear regression a common prior is θ 0 η = 0, but I will consider other alternatives such as setting the prior equal to the weights of the minimum variance portfolio. The prior is illustrated in Figure 7a , where the spike ensures probability mass at zero, while the slab distributes probability mass to a broad set of parameter values. The slab is relatively flat, thus being Algorithm 1 Spike and Slab Portfolio Selection 1: Set a starting value η (0) = (1, . . . , 1) 2: For Gibbs sampling iteration i = 1, . . . , N Draw η (i) from p(η|y) as follows: for each j = 1, . . . , m in random order Set η
−j |y) and u ∼ uniform(0, 1).
only weakly informative. Using the likelihood, (19), (20) and (21) it can be shown, see e.g. Murphy (2012) , that the posterior distribution of θ and the noise σ 2 conditional on the included assets η is
where the posterior asset mean is θ 1
The posterior shape is a 1 = a 0 + 1 2 n and the scale is
. Given the above, integrating out θ η and σ 2 gives a closed form expression for the posterior of the inclusion variable
The spike and slab portfolio selection approach is implemented using Gibbs-sampling as outlined in Algorithm 1. As a starting point, all assets are assumed included in the portfolio. From this starting value, (23) can be used to obtain the posterior of the included assets. For each asset j, switching between inclusion (η j = 1) and exclusion (η j = 0), gives two evaluations of the posterior inclusion density that can be used to compute an asset inclusion probability. Drawing a uniform random number between zero and one then determines if the asset should be included or excluded, and the inclusion vector η is updated accordingly. Once all assets have been examined in random order, the posterior portfolio vector and the corresponding noise level is drawn using (22) . Repeating this procedure several thousand times gives posterior distributions of the portfolio vector and the inclusion probability of each asset.
The spike and slab approach was applied to the illustrative S&P example. The results are reported in Figure 7b Figure 7c : Histograms of the unscaled portfolio estimates for the four most frequent assets. Priors: For the slab, the mean asset vector was set to θ 0 η = 0 with Zellner's g-prior for the covariance,
The shape and scale parameters was set to a 0 = b 0 = 0.1, and it was assumed an uninformative prior for the inclusion of assets, π j = 0.5 for all j.
broadly in line with the regularization approaches discussed in Section 3.1.
Existing Approaches
Some of the proposed ML algorithms are closely related to portfolio shrinkage methods already proposed in the literature. Ledoit and Wolf (2004b) suggested to shrink the sample covariance matrix towards the identity matrix using the following specification
If we let ν = λ/n it follows that (1 + ν)Σ L =Σ + νI =Σ λ . Thus, a rescaling of the Ledoit estimator gives the Ridge regression estimator of the covariance. It follows that the derived tangency portfolio using either the Ledoit estimateΣ L , or the Ridge estimateΣ λ gives the exact same answer. In other words, using Ridge regression and rescaling coefficients to derive the tangency portfolio gives the same result as using the Ledoit estimator in place of the sample covariance matrix directly in the formula for the tangency portfolio, keeping the mean at the sample value. Jagannathan and Ma (2003) argue that imposing the non-negativity constraint in portfolio problems may reduce estimation risk in minimum variance portfolios. To see how non-negativity constraints relate to the ML approach, consider the constrained meanvariance optimization problem max θ∈Θ E x [u(r f +x ′ θ)], where Θ denote some constrained set for the portfolio weights. In the case of no short selling, Θ NSS = {θ ∈ R m : 1 ′ θ = 1, θ j ≥ 0 for all j}. Consider an alternative formulation, Θ CLASSO = {θ ∈ R m : 1 ′ θ = 1, J j=1 |θ j | ≤ s}. This alternative is a constrained version of Lasso, where the penalty parameter λ is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the second constraint and the coefficient estimates must sum to one. Following the discussion in DeMiguel et al. (2009) , the sets Θ NSS and Θ CLASSO contain the same elements if s = 1, and thus yield the same portfolio vector if used with the mean-variance optimization problem. Thus, imposing no short selling in mean-variance portfolios is the same as a constrained Lasso problem where the penalty parameter λ is fixed, because fixing s also implies fixing λ. As argued above, a key success factor of the ML algorithms is the flexibility to choose λ based on cross-validation in order to minimize estimation risk. It is not clear that the regularization implied by the no short selling constraint minimizes the bias-variance tradeoff.
Empirical Bayes approaches has been applied to the estimation risk problem by both Jorion (1986) and Frost and Savarino (1986) . Specifically, Jorion (1986) use Empirical Bayes to shrink the sample mean and sample covariance estimates directly. Using a specific informative prior he shows that the sample mean of each asset is shrunk towards a grand mean defined as the portfolio mean of the minimum variance portfolio. A similar interpretation may be given to the spike and slab approach under a specific choise of priors. Using the traditional approach estimate for the included assetŝ θ η = (X ′ η X η ) −1 X ′ η y and Zellner's g-prior (V 0 η ) −1 = g n X ′ η X η it follows directly that the posterior portfolio vector may be written as
The posterior mean is therefore a weighted combination of the sample estimate and the prior, conditional on included assets. The prior could be specified as the weights of the minimum variance portfolio of the included assets, θ 0 η =Σ −1 η 1 1 ′Σ −1 η 1 . In Empirical Bayes, g is determined from the data. In contrast, spike and slab specifies g as part of the prior, but uses the data to determine what assets to include, changing both the traditional estimatê θ η and the prior θ 0 η depending on what assets that are included through η.
Simulation study
I highlight the performance of ML methods in reducing estimation risk in a simulation study calibrated to US stock data. I randomly choose a subset of assets from the Standard & Poor's 500 Index (S&P500) for the period 2012-2017, and compute monthly excess returns for each asset. I define the mean and covariance of these returns as population values µ and Σ, respectively. Using this synthetic S&P population, I draw a dataset of returns and estimate the portfolio vector using all strategies presented in Section 3. To assess estimation risk, each strategy is evaluated out of sample at the population values using repeated draws of the training data. The above procedure is carried out for varying number of assets and sample sizes. To be specific, given a number of assets m and a number of returns n, I draw K training datasets X k ∼ N (µ, Σ) for k = 1, . . . , K, where each X k is an n × m matrix of excess returns. A vector of portfolio coefficientsθ qk is estimated for each strategy q and each dataset k. The estimation risk (10) of strategy q is approximated bŷ
where the sample mean isθ q = 1 K K k=1θ qk and the sample covariance matrix is
The above risk formulation enables a study of the bias and variance of the estimated weights under strategy q in repeated samples.
In order to compare the ML approaches with standard methods such as e.g. the passive 1/m strategy, it is necessary to rescale coefficients to sum to one. However, scaling is unnecessary for comparison of Sharpe ratios. I use the average out of sample Sharpe ratio across datasetsŝ
The optimal population solution (7) was computed directly using the population moments. Using K = 100 datasets of returns from the population, the traditional meanvariance strategy based on sample moments, Ridge, Lasso, PCR and Spike and Slab was applied to each dataset. For Ridge, Lasso and PCR, 5-fold cross validation was used to choose the penalty parameter λ. Spike & Slab was implemented using a zero mean prior θ 0 η = 0 and Zellner's g-prior for the covariance (V 0 η ) −1 = q n (X ′ η X η ) with g = 1. Furthermore, I use a 0 = b 0 = 0.1 and the uninformative asset prior π j = 0.5 for all j. As benchmarks, I employ the passive 1/m strategy, the optimal mean-variance portfolio with a short sale restriction, the minmum variance portfolio and Empirical Bayes proposed by Jorion (1986) .
The Sharpe ratio for the traditional strategy, the ML strategies and the benchmarks are reported for varying sample and portfolio sizes in Table 1 . First, note that the Sharpe ratios obtained from the traditional strategy are substantially lower than the population values for most cases up to 120 months. In particular, using the traditional approach for the portfolio of 10 assets gives a Sharpe ratio as low as 0.25 based on 20 returns, substantially below the population value 0.62. In the case of 50 assets, the Sharpe ratio is 1.31 compared to 2.05 when using 120 months, i.e. 10 years of returns. Furthermore, in all cases where the number of assets is larger than the number of observed returns, the traditional strategy is highly unreliable due to a degenerate covariance matrix. These observations document the already well established result that the traditional approach is inefficient. As expected, the traditional approach converges to the population Sharpe ratio as the number of observations increases.
The second observation is that all ML algorithms yield similar results for the Sharpe ratio, well above the traditional approach up to 60 months, and similar to the traditional approach from 120 months onwards. Even in highly degenerate cases with 50 assets and 20 returns, the ML strategies all yield reasonably high Sharpe ratios. The reason is that in small samples, the mean and covariance of assets will be highly unstable across folds, thus making it optimal to increase the penalty λ in order to reduce exposure to each asset. This again leads to less variability in the out of sample portfolio mean and standard deviation, and thus the Sharpe ratio. As the number of observed returns increases, the moments in each fold will stabilize close to the population values. In that case, the traditional approach is the optimal choice, thus making it optimal to set the penalty to zero. As such, all ML strategies approach the traditional strategy as the number of returns increases.
Third, the ML strategies outperform the benchmark strategies in most cases. The passive strategy works well for short sample sizes and small portfolios, slightly outperforming some of the ML algorithms. However, the problems of equal weighting is unmasked when the number of observations increases because the data is increasingly containing information about e.g. true means and diversification. Similarly, the optimal mean-variance portfolio without short selling can be very effective for small sample sizes. As estimation time grows, the constrained portfolio falls behind the ML strategies because its restrictions are not adapting to the increasing information contained in the returns.
The minimum variance portfolio imposes the constraint that means are irrelevant for portfolio choice. A large literature has documented that this strategy performs well in practice due to the difficulty in estimating means from the data. The simulation study suggest that it performs adequately for a moderate number of assets (m = 10) and low sample sizes. In general, it will only work for non-degenerate cases because it relies on estimation of the covariance matrix. However, as the number of observations and assets grow, this strategy lacks important information about the means and is thus not able to attain population-near values for the Sharpe ratio.
The three benchmark approaches discussed above have the same general problem of imposing "wrong" constraints. As the number of observations grow, none of these strategies will approach the population Sharpe ratio. In contrast, the ML approaches are more flexible, the constraint (penalty) is adapting to the information contained in the data, thus making each ML strategy either constrain the weights or adapting to the traditional approach in cases where the latter is efficient.
The last benchmark, the Empirical Bayes, may be viewed as a ML strategy due to the data data-driven selection of the penalty parameter. Indeed, the results suggest that the strategy is adapting to the traditional estimates as the number of observations increases.
However, each weight is shrunk towards the minimum variance portfolio, which suffer from degeneracy problems for small sample sizes. For the cases of m = 25 and m = 50, the Sharpe ratio is low and in the vicinity of the Sharpe ratio of the minimum variance strategy. Table 2 reports the estimation risk for the traditional approach and the ML approaches. Estimation risk is significantly lower for all ML algorithms compared to the traditional approach. An intutive explanation for this result is provided in Figure   9 , where the estimation risk is decomposed into squared bias and variance for the case of m = 10. Note that the traditional approach almost achieves zero bias even in small samples, but bears too much variance. The ML approaches reduce variance by accepting bias in the portfolio coefficients, in total leading to lower estimation risk. Estimation risk is expected to be large in these data due to the relatively short lifetime and the large number of assets. Furthermore, strategies such as the traditional approach, the minimum variance portfolio and Empirical Bayesis are impossible to implement due to degenerate covariance matrices. The data is noisy, and the number of currencies start out at 4 in the first months of 2013, increasing close to a linear fashion throughout the period. I exclude large monthly returns above 500% in the absolute sense. All datasets are summarised in Table 3. I use a "rolling-sample" approach to compare each strategy on a given dataset. 7 The number of monthly excess returns T for each dataset is given in Table 3 . In detail, starting from t = 1, the n first returns are used for estimation, and the first out of sample return at t = n + 1 is used to compute the portfolio return. One step onwards, estimation is based on t = 2, . . . , n + 1 and evaluation is conducted using t = n + 2. Continuing this procedure for all time periods yields T − n out of sample returns. The Sharpe ratio of these returns for strategy q isŝ
where the meanμ q and standard deviationσ q are computed based on the T − n out of sample returns for strategy q. To test whether the estimated Sharpe ratios of two given strategies are statistically different, I use the approach by Jobson and Korkie (1981) with the correction in Memmel (2003) . 8 I use an estimation window of n = 120 for the S&P and industry data, while I limit estimation to only n = 10 months for the limited cryptocurrency data. I use five-fold cross validation whenever the estimation window is long and leave-one-out cross validation for the short estimation window.
Results
The Sharpe ratio of each strategy is reported for six different cases in Table 4 . The results from the S&P data are reported in the second and third column, based on a random selection of m = 20 and m = 50 assets, respectively. 9 The low Sharpe ratio obtained by the traditional mean-variance approach suggest that the theoretical gains from diversification are eroded by estimation risk. Some details on this finding is provided in Figure 9a , where the out of sample mean of the traditional approach is plotted for each evaluation month. Large changes in asset returns towards the end of the sample causes both the mean and covariance structures to change, giving large asset positions and consequently highly volatile out of sample returns. On the other hand, the cross- (28) for each strategy and each dataset described in Table 3 . For the S&P data, the results for two random draws of m = 20 and m = 50 assets are reported in the second and third column, respectively. The estimation details are discussed in Section 5.1.
ratios in the second and third column of Table 4 . Furthermore, the passive strategy yields negative returns due to a general declining market in the period under study. The constraints of no short selling ("Traditional-constrained") or ignoring means ("Minimum variance") does not help in this setting. The ML Sharpe ratios statistically outperform all other strategies, see Table 5 in the Appendix. The industry portfolios are reported in the forth and fifth columns. These data indicate positive returns for all industries measured across the entire sample. In large, ML outperforms the traditional approach, but the difference is insignificant. Moreover, the benchmark approaches not allowing short selling ("Traditional-constrained" and "Passive") provide higher Sharpe ratios, but the difference is not significant.
The results from the cryptocurrency portfolio analysis is reported in column six and seven of Table 4 . I focus on the case with the largest m = 200 cryptocurrencies based on market value in column six. In total, 200 assets are considered throughout the analysis, but no more than 60 are present during a specific estimation window. The number of assets vary from 4 in the first window to around 60 in the last window. The main result is that the ML approaches are able to obtain similar Sharpe ratios to the passive strategy, but by using much fewer assets. Figure 9b plots the number of assets in the passive strategy (all assets in each window) together with the non-zero assets chosen by Lasso. Indeed, less than 10 assets are used to form the portfolio at all evaluations except one.
Conclusion
The estimation risk problem in portfolio selection is widely acknowledged. I argue that ML provide a unified framework where both estimation and asset selection is carried out simultaneously in order to minimize estimation risk. Shrinking weights or choosing a subset of assets from the population is not the same as rejecting the theory, but may Figure 9a shows the out of sample return from the traditional approach and Lasso based on the S&P data with m = 50 assets. The traditional approach yields highly unstable results towards the end of the sample. In contrast, Lasso chooses a zero investment policy in this period. Figure 9b plots the number of non-zero assets from the passive strategy (all assets) and Lasso based on the cryptocurrency data.
be interpreted as a necessary step when diversification gains are eroded by parameter uncertainty. The ML framework should be considered by practitioners and researchers in finance for several reasons. First, it is straightforward to compare ML to the traditional approach (OLS), since comparison of ML and OLS is extensively studied in the ML literature. I showed how Ridge and Lasso shrink the traditional weight estimates and provided a condition for when Ridge outperforms the traditional approach in terms of estimation risk. Second, portfolio optimization via ML possibly simplifies implementation, as such learning algorithms are available in standard statistical software. Consequently, regularization and crossvalidation may be done using well documented and standardised software, with several options for diagnostic checks. Finally, several shrinkage methods discussed in the portfolio literature are special cases of the ML framework. A potential direction for future research is to extend ML beyond linear models. Portfolio estimation based on Regression Trees and Random Forests offers one promising direction.
where 1 is a m × 1 vector of ones. Substituting in the constraint gives
where excess return is given by x =x − 1r f .
Proof of Equation (7). Using (5) and the distribution for x we get
The first order condition is µ − 1 2 α (2Σθ + 2µ(r f + µ ′ θ)) = 0 (A.9) solving for θ yields
which is Equation (7). (8). Similar to Britten-Jones (1999), we may expand (7) as
Proof of Equation
Rescaling yields the tangency portfolio directly, θ * p = θ * 1 ′ θ * = Σ −1 µ 1 ′ Σ −1 µ .
Proof of Definition 1. Apply the following monotonic transformation to ( Thus, the solution maximizing expected quadratic utility is equivalent to the solution that minimizes the mean squared generalisation error.
Proof of Definition 2. Expanding the square in (9) and taking expectations with respect to the return distribution x 0 ∼ N (µ, Σ) gives
By using (7) which completes the proof.
Proof of Definition 3. Plugging the sample momentsμ andΣ λ into (7) givesθ = (Σ λ +μμ ′ ) −1μr = (Σ + λ n I +μμ ′ ) −1μr = ( 1 n X ′ X + λ n I) −1 1 n X ′ 1r = (X ′ X + λI) −1 X ′ y. For the second part, estimation risk and the corresponding second order moments are Using the results from Theobald (1974) , it follows that if A is positive semidefinite, A 0, then M(θ 1 ) − M(θ 2 ) 0 if and only if R(θ 1 ) − Rθ 2 ) ≥ 0 for k = 1, 2. Thus, we may focus on the second order matrix M in the analysis below. We may write it as
where M(0) is the traditional approach and M(λ) denotes the Ridge regression alternative. Thus, the comparison can be made based on the bias-variance tradeoff. For the traditional approach, these components follow from standard OLS regression theory. Start by the regression formulation of the problem,r = Xθ * + ε, where ε has mean E[ε] =r−µ ′ θ * and σ 2 = E[ε 2 ] = E[ε] 2 +V[ε] = (r−µ ′ θ * ) 2 +θ * ′ Σθ * = F (θ * ). Bias is zero, E[θ] = θ * , and the variance is V[θ] = σ 2 (X ′ X) −1 . For Ridge, the estimator can be written in terms of the traditional approach asθ λ = Wθ, where W = (I + λ(X ′ X) −1 ) −1 . Ridge is therefore biased, E[θ λ ] = Wθ * , with corresponding variance V[θ λ ] = σ 2 W(X ′ X) −1 W ′ . From these well known results it follows that
where B = X ′ X + λI. Theobald (1974) has shown that this expression is positive definite for λ > 0 if λ < 2σ 2 /θ * ′ θ * .
Proof of Equation (25). Using Zellner's g-prior (V 0 η ) −1 = g n X ′ η X η the posterior variance is
The posterior mean follows by using X ′ η y = (X ′ η X η )θ η as 
